SALAD

SOUP & RICE

GREEN SALAD
$3
Assorted greens, beet, and carrot with housemade dressing

MISO SOUP
Soybean paste broth with green onions

EDAMAME
lightly salted steamed soy beans

$6

WAKAME SALAD
Marinated seaweed with sesame seeds

$7

$2

.GYOZA SOUP

$6

Vegetable dumplings served with fresh vegetables

.NOODLE SOUP

$6

Long thin noodles served with fresh vegetables

KANISU SALAD
$7
Crab, cucumber, and tempura bits with Japanese mayo

SEAFOOD SOUP
Assorted seafood soup

$9

AVOCADO SALAD
$9
Assorted mixed greens, beet, and carrot with avocado

STEAMED RICE

$2

SUSHI RICE

$3

SPICY SALMON SASHIMI SALAD
$14
Assorted greens, topped with cubed salmon and spicy sauce

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

APPETIZER
[AP1] AGE DASHI TOFU
Cubes of flash fried tofu in tempura sauce

$6

[AP2] ASSORTED TEMPURA
$12
2 pcs shrimp and assorted vegetables flash fried, with tempura
sauce on the side
[AP3] SHRIMP TEMPURA
$11
5 pcs flash fried shrimp with tempura sauce on the side
[AP4] VEGETABLE TEMPURA
$10
Assorted vegetables, flash fried with tempura sauce on the
side(7pcs)
[AP5] CHICKEN KARAAGE
Diced chicken breast with special house sauce

$9

[AP6] GYOZA
$6
6pcs flash fried dumplings with side of tempura sauce
(Beef / Vegetable)

[AP11] TAKOYAKI
$8
Deep fried Takoyaki(little round balls contaning pieces
of Octopus) with special sauce and bonito
[AP12] OKONOMIYAKI
$13
A Japanese pancake made with flour, egg, milk, chopped
cabbage, green onion and pickled ginger topped with
sauce and mayo.
[AP13] BEEF TERIYAKI or SPICY
Grilled AAA striploin

$13

[AP14] CHICKEN TERIYAKI or SPICY
Grilled chicken breast

$12

[AP15] PORK KATSU
$12
Breaded deep fried pork loin with our signature katsu sauce
[AP16] CHICKEN KATSU
$12
Breaded deep fried chicken breast with katsu sauce

[AP7] SOFT SHELL CRAB
$15
Soft shell crab flash fried, drizzled with ponzu sauce

[AP17] SPICY CHICKEN
Pan fried chicken Breast with spicy sauce

[AP8] SPRING ROLL
$7
6pcs flash fried vegetable spring rolls with side of sweet chili
sauce

[AP18] KALBI DINNER (10 oz)
$15
BBQ beef ribs marinated in special Korean sauce10.

[AP9] JAPCHAE
$10
Stir fried glass noodles with vegetables, beef & soy sauce
[AP10] SUSHI PIZZA
Flash fried sushi rice topped with spicy salmon, eel sauce and
spicy mayo
Veggie
$11
Salmon
$13
Tuna
$14
Unagi
$16

$11

[AP19] BULGOGI or SPICY
$11
Pan fried, thin sliced tender beef marinated in special
Korean sauce
[AP20] K_TWISTER
Korean Doughnut Stick
3pcs $4
4pcs $5
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DINNER BENTO
Served with Japchae, Cali(4pcs), gyoza(2), miso, salad, rice (except fried rice)
# tempura(2 shrimp, 3 veggie) for $5

.N.
[DN1] BEEF TERIYAKI or SPICY

$21

Grilled AAA striploin
[DN2] SALMON TERIYAKI
Grilled fresh salmon.

$23

[DN3] CHICKEN TERIYAKI or SPICY
Grilled chicken breast

$19

[DN4] TOFU TERIYAKI
$17
Deep fried tofu with our signature homemade teriyaki
sauce.

[DN10] TEMPURA DINNER
$21
Deep fried 5 pcs shrimp & assorted vegetables served
with home made tempura sauce
---------------------------------------------------------------------[DN11] FRIED RICE(It is not bento)
$16
Stir fried vegetables (chicken, beef, shrimp, vegetable)
It contains egg
----------------------------------------------------------------------

SUSHI & SASHIMI DINNER
Served with miso & salad

[DN5] PORK KATSU DINNER
$20
Breaded deep fried pork loin with our signature katsu sauce

[SD1] SUSHI DINNER A
Sushi(9pcs), California roll(6pcs) / miso, salad

$20

[DN6] CHICKEN KATSU DINNER
$21
Breaded deep fried chicken breast with katsu sauce

[SD2] SUSHI DINNER B
Sushi(12pcs), Shrimp tempura(5pcs) / miso, salad

$24

[DN7] SPICY CHICKEN DINNER
Pan fried chicken Breast with spicy sauce

$19

[SD3] SUSHI DINNER C
$26
Sushi(9pcs), Salmon Dragon roll(10pcs) / miso, salad

[DN8] KALBI DINNER (20 oz)
BBQ beef ribs marinated in special Korean sauce

$26

[SD4] SUSHI SASHIMI DINNER A
Sushi(6pcs), Sashimi(12pcs) / miso, salad

10.
[DN9] BULGOGI DINNER or SPICY

$19
Pan fried, thin sliced tender beef marinated in special
Korean sauce

$25

[SD5] SUSHI SASHIMI DINNER B
$24
Sushi(6pcs), Sashimi(9pcs), California(6pcs) / miso, salad
[SD6] SASHIMI DINNER
Sashimi(18pcs), Rice / miso, salad

$27

...........................................................................................................................................................................................

UDON

YAKI UDON(Stir-fried noodle)

With assorted vegetables in veggie broth

# tempura(2 shrimp, 3 veggie) for $5 /

# tempura(2 shrimp, 3 veggie) for $5 / # spicy for $1

# spicy for $1

VEGETABLE
CHICKEN
BEEF
SEAFOOD

VEGETABLE
CHICKEN
BEEF
SEAFOOD

$12
$14
$15
$16

$14
$16
$17
$18

RAMEN
TONKOTSU RAMEN
Steamed Egg, Sliced BBQ Pork, Green Onions, Fresh Sprouts, Black Garlic Oil with Pork Stock

$14

KARAKUCHI RAMEN
Steamed Egg, Sliced BBQ Pork, Green Onions, Fresh Sprouts, Spicy Paste with Pork Stock

$15

SHOYU RAMEN
Steamed Egg, Sliced BBQ Pork, Green Onions, Fresh Sprouts with Soy Sauce, Chicken Stock

$14

MISO RAMEN
Steamed Egg, Sliced BBQ Pork, Green Onions, Fresh Sprouts with Soybean Paste, Chicken Stock

$14

KOREAN SPICY RAMEN
Steamed Egg, Sliced BBQ Pork, Green Onions, Fresh Sprouts with beef Stock

$14
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CLASSIC ROLL(6PCS) & HANDROLL

VEGETARIAN ROLL(6PCS) & HAND ROLL
6 PCS/HANDROLL

6 PCS/HANDROLL

CALIFORNIA ROLL or SPICY
Avocado, crab meat & cucumber

$6

$5

ASPARAGUS TEMPURA ROLL

$5.5 $4.5

SPICY SALMON ROLL
With tempura bit & spicy sauce
TUNA ROLL
ALASKA ROLL

$7

$6

AVOCADO ROLL
AVOCADO CUCUMBER ROLL

$5.5 $4.5
$5.5 $4.5

$8
$8

$7
$7

AVOCADO ASPARAGUS CUCUMBER ROLL

$5.5 $4.5

CRUNCH AVOCADO ROLL or SPICY

$5.5 $4.5

Avocado, cucumber, salmon & fish egg

CUCUMBER ROLL

$5.5 $4.5

CRAB MEAT ROLL
$5 $4
FUTO ROLL(10pcs)
$11
Cucumber, crab meat, pickled radish, shitake and tamago
SALMON ROLL
$7 $6

OSHINKO ROLL
Pickled radish
SHITAKE ROLL
Shitake mushroom
TOFU SKIN & AVOCADO
Fried bean curd with avocado
YAM TEMPURA ROLL
Deep fried sweet potato

$5.5 $4.5

$6

$5

YAM TEMPURA & AVOCADO
Deep fried sweet potato with avocado

$6

$5

SALMON AVO ROLL

$7

$6

SHRIMP TEMPURA ROLL
$7
Shrimp tempura with cucumber
SPICY CRAB MEAT ROLL
$6
SPICY TUNA ROLL
$8
With tempura bit & spicy sauce
SPICY SCALLOP ROLL
$9
With tempura bit & spicy sauce
TUNA AVOCADO ROLL
$7
UNAGI & AVOCADO ROLL
$8
Grilled eel with avocado & eel sauce
UANAGI ROLL
$8
Grilled eel, cucumber
---------------------------------------------------------------------.
PARTY TRAYS

$6
$5
$7
$8
$6
$7
$7

[PT1] MEDIUM MAKI TRAY (42 PCs)
$47
Kamikaze(6pcs), Big California(10pcs), Dynamite (10pcs),
salmon/avo dragon(10pcs), Spicy salmon(6pcs)
[PT2] LARGE MAKI TRAY (58 PCs)
$66
Kamikaze(6pcs), Big California(10pcs), Black dragon(10pcs),
salmon/avo Dragon(10pcs), Spicy salmon(6pcs), dynamite(10pcs)
[PT3] MEDIUM MAKI & SUSHI TRAY (42pcs)
$49
Sushi(10pcs), Big California(10pcs), Spicy salmon(6pcs),
Dynamite(10pcs), Kamikaze(6pcs)
[PT4] LARGE MAKI & SUSHI TRAY (60pcs)
$65
Sushi (18pcs), Big California(10pcs), Salmon/avo
Dragon(10pcs), Dynamite(10pcs), kamikaze roll(12pcs)
[PT5] MEDIUM MAKI, SUSHI & SASHIMI TRAY (42pcs)
Sushi & sashimi(16pcs), Sky roll(10pcs),
salmon/avo Dragon (10pcs), Kamikaze(6pcs)

$61

[PT6] LARGE MAKI, SUSHI & SASHIMI TRAY (56pcs)
Sushi & sashimi (24pcs), Salmon/avo Dragon(10pcs),
Black dragon(10pcs), kamikaze roll(12pcs)

$73

[PT7] SMALL SASHIMI TRAY
Sashimi (15pcs)

$25

[PT8] MEDIUM SASHIMI TRAY
Sashimi (25pcs)

$36

[PT9] DELUXE SASHIMI TRAY
Sashimi (30pcs)

$51

$5.5 $4.5
$5.5 $4.5

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

SASHIMI & SUSHI COMBINATION
served with miso soup and salad
[SC1] SALMON COMBO A
Salmon sushi(5pcs) & California roll(6pcs)

$15

[SC2] SALMON COMBO B
Salmon sushi(5pcs) & Spicy salmon roll(6pcs)

$16

[SC3] SALMON COMBO C
Salmon sushi(5pcs) & Big California roll(10pcs)

$18

[SC4] SALMON LOVER
$17
Salmon sushi(3pcs), Salmon sashimi(3pcs) & Spicy salmon roll(6pcs)
[SC5] DELUXE SALMON LOVER
$25
Salmon sashimi(3pcs), Salmon sushi(4pcs), Spicy salmon
roll(6pcs), Salmon/avo roll(6pcs), Spicy salmon sashimi(3pcs)
with salmon roe, mixed tempura bits
[SC6] SUSHI COMBO A
Sushi (5pcs) & California Roll(6pcs)

$15

[SC7] SUSHI COMBO B
Sushi (5pcs) & Big California Roll(10pcs)

$18

[SC8] SUSHI COMBO C
Sushi (5pcs) & Dynamite Roll(10pcs)

$20

[SC9] SUSHI & 9pcs SASHIMI
Sashimi (9pcs) & sushi (6pcs)

$20

[SC10] SUSHI/SASHIMI, YOUR CHOICE DRAGON ROLL

$26

Sashimi(6pcs) & Sushi(5pcs) with Your Choice one Dragon roll

[SC11] CHIRASHI
16pcs assorted sashimi on sushi rice

$26

[SC12] UNAGI DONBURY
BBQ EEl sashimi toppaed with EEl sauce

$25
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SIGNATURE ROLL(Big Roll)
(OUR SIGNATURE ROLL IS SERVED 8 TO 10 Pcs)

[S1] ABURI SALMON ROLL(torched)
$16
Dynamite roll wrapped with salmon & torch with aburi
sauce

[S15] EST ROLL
BBQ eel, cucumber, avocado, crab meat
& tobiko wrapped with salmon & tuna

$16

[S2] ABURI WHITE TUNA ROLL(torched)
$16
Dynamite roll wrapped with butter fish & torch with aburi
sauce

[S16] KAMIKAZE ROLL

$15

[S3] ABURI SCALLOP & SALMON ROLL(torched)
$17
Dynamite roll wrapped with salmon & scallop torch with
aburi sauce

[S17] LOBSTER ROLL or SPICY
Deep fried fresh lobster tails, avocado,
crab stick, bonito & cucumber

[S4] ABURI RAINBOW ROLL(torched)
$17
Dynamite roll wrapped with assorted fish & torch with aburi
sauce

[S18] ORANGEVILLE ROLL
$15
Spicy scallop & avocado wrapped with fresh salmon

[S5] BIG CALIFORNIA ROLL
$9
Avocado, cucumber, crab meat, tamago and salmon

[S19] PHILADELPHIA ROLL
$14
Fresh salmon, tobiko, cucumber, avocado & cream cheese

[S6] BLUE MOUNTAIN ROLL
$16
spicy salmon roll with avocado and cucumber wrapped in
soybean paper served with spicy salmon sashimi mixed with
tempura bits

[S20] RICHMOND ROLL
$14
Fresh shrimp, crab meat, fish egg, cucumber and avocado

[S7] CRAZY BOY ROLL
$14
Deep-fried Dynamite roll covered with potato bits and spicy
sauce
[S8] CRAZY GIRL ROLL
$14
Deep-fried roll with avocado, fish egg, cucumber, crab meat,
cream cheese covered with potato bits and spicy sauce
[S9] CATERPILLAR ROLL
BBQ eel, cucumber, avocado, crab meat
& tobiko wrapped with avocado

$16

[S10] CHICKEN TERIYIAKI ROLL
$15
Grilled chicken breast, lettuce, cucumber & avocado
[S11] CHICKEN TEMPURA ROLL
Deep fried chicken breast, lettuce & cucumber
with Japanese mayo

$15

[S12] CREAM CHEESE DYNAMITE ROLL
Dynamite tempura roll with cream cheese

$13

[S13] DYNAMITE ROLL or SPICY
$11
Shrimp tempura roll with cucumber & avocado & crab meat
[S14] DOUBLE DYNAMITE ROLL or SPICY
$13
Dynamite tempura roll with fresh salmon & fish egg

Deep fried roll with spicy tuna/salmon, avocado, cream cheese(seaweed
outside)

$20

[S21] RAINBOW ROLL
$15
California roll wrapped with 5 kinds of fresh fish & avocado
[S22] SALMON LOVER ROLL
$16
Spicy salmon, avocado, fish egg, asparagus wrapped with
fresh salmon
[S23] SKY ROLL(seeweed outside)
Shrimp tempura, spicy salmon and cucumber

$13

[S24] SPICY CRUNCH SALMON ROLL
$14
Spicy crunch salmon & cucumber covered with potato bit
[S25] SPICY CRUNCH TUNA ROLL
$14
Spicy crunch tuna & cucumber covered with potato bit
[S26] SPIDER ROLL or SPICY
$15
Deep fried real soft shell crab, crab stick, lettuce, bonito &
cucumber
[S27] TUNA LOVER ROLL
$17
Spicy tuna, avocado, cucumber, fish egg wrapped with fresh
tuna
[S28] VOLCANO ROLL
$18
spicy tuna roll with avocado, crab meat, spicy salmon/tuna,
sashimi with choice of spiciness
(mild/ medium/ hot)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

DRAGON ROLL(Big Roll)
[D1] AVOCADO SALMON DRAGON ROLL
Dynamite Wrapped with avocado & salmon

$14

[D6] SPICY CRAB DRAGON ROLL
Dynamite Wrapped with spicy crab meat

$13

[D2] AVOCADO DRAGON ROLL(Green)
Dynamite roll wrapped with avocado

$14

$15

[D3] BABY DRAGON ROLL (6pcs)
Shrimp tempura, avocado, cucumber & fish egg

$9

[D7] SALMON TUNA DRAGON ROLL
Dynamite Wrapped with salmon & tuna.
.
[D8] TUNA DRAGON ROLL
Dynamite Wrapped with fresh tuna
.[D9] UNAGI DRAGON ROLL

[D4] RAINBOW DRAGON ROLL
$15
Dynamite Wrapped with 5 kinds of fresh fish & avocado.
.[D5] SALMON DRAGON ROLL
$14
Dynamite wrapped with fresh salmon

Dynamite wrapped with BBQ eel & bonito
.[D10] YAM DRAGON ROLL (vegetarian)
Yam tempura roll wrapped with avocado
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$15
$16
$13

MAKI(ROLL) SET
served with miso & salad
[MS1] California roll(6pcs) & Dynamite roll(10pcs)

$16

[MS2] California roll(6pcs) & Spider roll(10pcs)

$20

[MS3] Dynamite roll(10pcs) & Big Cali roll (10pcs)

$19

[MS4] California roll(6pcs) & Salmon Dragon roll(10pcs)

$19

[MS5] California roll(6pcs), Salmon roll(6pcs) & Tuna roll(6pcs)

$20

[MS6] California roll(6pcs), Spicy Salmon roll(6pcs) & Shrimp Tempura roll(6pcs)

$19

[MS7] SPICY ROLL SET / Spicy California(6pcs), Spicy Salmon(6pcs) & spicy Dynamite Roll(10pcs)

$24

[MS8] VEGETABLE ROLL SET / Avo roll(6pcs), Cucumber roll(6pcs) and Yam tempura roll(6pcs)

$16

[MS9] POPULAR COMBO SET/ Cali(6pcs), Spicy Salmon(6pcs), Yam tempura(6pcs), Dynamite(10pcs), Green Dragon(10pcs)

$39

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

A La Carte(Sushi & Sashimi)
NIGIRI(Sushi) (2PCS) & SASHIMI (3PCS)
2PC / 3PC
CRAB MEAT (KANI)

$5

$6

FRIED BEAN CURD (INARI)

$6

FLYING FISH ROE (TOBIKO)

$7

$8

GRILLED EEL (UNAGI)

$8

$9

OCTOPUS (TAKO)

$8

$9

ROLLED EGG (TAMAGO)

$6

$7

SALMON (SAKE)

$7

$8

SALMON ROE (IKURA)

$10 $11

SCALLOPS (HOTATE)

$8

$9

SEARED TUNA (ALBACORE TUNA)

$8

$9

SHRIMP (EBI)

$7

$8

SQUID (IKA)

$8

$9

SULF CLAM (HOKIGAI)

$7

$8

SWEET SHIRIMP (AMA EBI)

$9 $11

TILAPIA (TAI)

$6

$7

TUNA (MAGURO)

$8

$9

WHITE TUNA (SHIRO MAGURO)

$7

$8

----------------------------------------------------------------------

DRINKS
ORANGE, APPLE JUICE
GINGER ALE, NESTEA, COKE, DIET COKE

$3
$2

BOTTLED WATER

$1
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LUNCH MENU(11.30am to 3pm)
LUNCH BENTO BOX combo : # tempura(2shrimp, 3veggie) for $5
All bento boxes below is served 3pcs California(3pcs), dumpling(1pcs), japchae, miso soup & salad
[L1] BEEF TERIYAKI LUNCH OR SPICY
Grilled sirloin beef with teriyaki sauce & Japchae, rice
[L2] SALMON TERIYAKI LUNCH
Grilled salmon with teriyaki sauce & Japchae, rice
[L3] CHICKEN TERIYAKI LUNCH OR SPICY
Grilled chicken breast with teriyaki sauce & Japchae, rice
[L4] TOFU TERIYAKI LUNCH
Deep-fried tofu with teriyaki sauce & Japchae, rice & 3pcs avo.c roll
[L5] CHICKEN KATSU LUNCH
Breaded deep fried chicken with signature sauce and Japchae, rice
[L6] PORK KATSU LUNCH
Breaded deep fried pork with signature sauce and Japchae, rice
[L7] SHRIMP TEMPURA LUNCH (5pcs)
Deep-fried shrimp with tempura sauce and Japchae, rice
[L8] VEGGIE TEMPURA LUNCH (7pcs)
Deep-fried assorted vegetable with tempura sauce, 3pcs avo.c roll and Japchae, rice
[L9] KARAI CHICKEN LUNCH(SPICY)
Deep fried and stir-fried chicken breast with special house sauce and Japchae, rice

$15

[L10] BULGOGI or SPICY
Pan fried, thin sliced tender beef marinated in special Korean sauce and Japchae, rice

$15

$15
$14
$12
$15
$15
$14
$14
$15

Roll(Maki) SET LUNCH
served with miso & salad
[LM1] California roll(6pcs) & Salmon roll(6pcs)

$12

[LM2] Yam tempura roll(6pcs) & Shrimp tempura roll(6pcs)

$12

[LM3] Spicy California roll(6pcs) & Spicy Salmon roll(6pcs)

$12

[LM4] Spicy Salmon roll(6pcs) & Spicy Tuna roll(6pcs)

$14

[LM5] California roll(6pcs) & Dynamite roll(10pcs)

$16

[LM6] Avocado cucumber roll(6pcs) & Green Dragon roll(10pcs)

$19

[LM7] Shrimp tempura roll(6pcs) & Salmon Dragon roll(10pcs)

$20

VEGGIE UDON LUNCH

SUSHI COMBO LUNCH

served with salad only

served with miso & salad

UDON COMBO A
Veggie Udon, California roll(6pcs)

$14

SUSHI COMBO A
Sushi(7pcs), California roll(6pcs)

$15

UDON COMBO B
Veggie Udon, Spicy salmon roll(6pcs)

$15

SUSHI COMBO B
Sushi(7pcs), Spicy salmon roll(6pcs)

$15

UDON COMBO C
Veggie Udon, Dynamite roll(5pcs)

$15

SUSHI COMBO C
Sushi(7pcs), Dynamite roll(5pcs)

$15

UDON COMBO D
Veggie Udon, Sushi(5pcs)

$16
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